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We report onab initio study of electron-phononse-phd and electron-electronse-ed interactions in bulk Be.
The calculations show that thee-ph coupling parameterl varies from 0.01 to 1.02 as a function of electron
energy and momentum,l=0.21 at the Fermi level as averaged over momenta. Thee-ph contributionGe-ph to
the electrons and holes lifetime broadening also manifests clear dependence on the momentum and energy of
an electron state. We demonstrate that thee-ph coupling matrix elements strongly affect the Eliashberg func-
tion especially for low phonon frequencies. By using the Debye model relation betweenGe-ph and l the
characteristic Debye frequencyvD is obtained in good agreement with the experimental one. Thee-e contri-
bution to the lifetime broadening is evaluated from the imaginary part of the electron self-energy computed
within a GW approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-phononse-phd interaction is important for the
description of many phenomena in condensed matter phys-
ics. In particular, it is a cornerstone of conventional super-
conductivity and plays a key role in the description of elec-
trical and thermal resistivity, renormalization of electron
bands close to the Fermi levelsEFd, structural phase transi-
tions and charge density waves.1 It also contributes to the
final lifetimes of excited electrons and holes,2,3 being espe-
cially important for energies close toEF. The strength of the
e-ph interaction is described by ane-ph coupling parameter
l, which depends on both the electronsholed energyek and
momentumk. In the past,l was mostly obtained from tun-
neling or specific heat measurements1 at EF. Recently pho-
toemission spectroscopysPESd was successfully applied to
deducel from the temperature dependence of the measured
hole linewidth in surface states on metal surfaces.4–12 In
some PES experimentsl was obtained from the measured
slope of the real part of the self-energy atEF.13,14 Later PES
was also used to measurel for quantum well states in ad-
layers on metal substrates.15–20Despite its unprecedented ac-
curacy of measuringl for surface and quantum well states
PES is not well suited to measure true hole lifetimes for bulk
materials because of the known final states effect.21 In prin-
ciple, the energy resolvedl for bulk states can be obtained
from photoemission measurements of quantum well states
for very thick adlayer films. However, it can be done only for
a symmetry direction in the bulk Brillouin zone which is
perpendicular to the adfilm.

In this situation valuable information one-ph interactions
can be obtained from theoretical calculations, especially
from ab initio computations, since such calculations can be
done for any wave vector in the Brillouin zone. The electron-
phonon interaction is fully described by the Eliashberg spec-

tral function a2Fswd and its first reciprocal momentl.22,23

The evaluation of these basic quantities requires the knowl-
edge of the electron energy spectrum, the complete phonon
spectrum and the changes in the effective crystal potential
upon lattice vibrations.

In this work we calculate the Eliashberg functiona2Fswd,
thee-ph coupling parameterl, and the phonon induced con-
tribution to the excited electron and hole inverse lifetimest−1

for bulk Be. This metal has been chosen for two reasons.
First, bulk Be electron bands show very anisotropic behavior
that can seriously affecte-ph interactions as well as quasi-
particle lifetimes.24 Second, electronic properties of bulk Be
are very distinct from those in Be surfaces. For instance, the
electron density of statessDOSd in bulk Be has a very deep
minimum atEF making this material nearly semiconducting
ssee Ref. 25 and Fig. 1 belowd while in the Bes0001d and

Bes101̄0d surfaces the DOS atEF was found to be larger by
a factor of 4–5 that makes these surfaces two-dimensional
free-electron-like metals.26–28 The distinct character of the
electronic structure can result in differente-ph interactions in
the bulk and in the surfaces. Indeed, recent photoemission

measurements ofl gave l=0.7 for the Ḡ surface state on

Bes0001d sRef. 14d at EF andl=0.66 for theĀ surface state

on Bes101̄0d sRefs. 9 and 11d that are significantly larger
than the theoreticall=0.24 evaluated long ago atEF for bulk
Be sRef. 1d swe are not aware of any measurement ofl in
bulk Bed. Recentab initio calculation29 of Bes0001d also
gave a largel value confirming strongere-ph interaction in
surfaces. Despite a wealth of data one-ph interactions in Be
surfaces for bulk Be there are only estimates ofl at EF based
on semiempirical relations to the superconducting transition
temperatureTc sl=0.24±0.01d sRefs. 1, 30, and 31d and
pseudopotential calculationssl=0.26d.32

Here we present theab initio calculation results in detail
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for a2Fswd, l, and te-ph
−1 =Ge-ph resolved in energy and mo-

mentum. We show thatl varies from 0.01 at theG1
+ state to

1.02 at the unoccupiedH1 state, i.e., the maximuml value is
larger than the minimum one by two orders of magnitude.
The phonon induced contribution tot−1 also experiences no-
ticeable variations from a few meV to nearly one hundred
meV. Strong impact of electron-phonon coupling matrix ele-
ments ona2Fswd is found. In particular, the matrix elements
completely suppress low-frequency peaks of the phonon den-
sity of states. To complete the study of electron and hole
decay mechanisms we also present here the calculation re-
sults for an electron-electronse-ed contribution te-e

−1 =Ge-e.
The Ge-e has been evaluated within a fullab initio method
from the imaginary part of the electron self-energy of the
excited quasiparticles using the so-calledGW approximation
of many-body theory.33 Previously theGe-e in bulk Be has
been computed by using an “energy-shell” approximation for
excited electrons only.24 Here we calculateGe-e from the
imaginary part of the self-energy for both the electron and
hole excitations at the quasiparticle energy. Finally we evalu-
ate the full linewidthGtot=Ge-ph+Ge-e.

The paper is organized as follows. A short outline of the
calculation methods is given in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present
and discuss in detail the calculation results. Finally the con-
clusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. Lifetime due to electron-phonon scattering

The phonon-induced linewidthGe-phsek,id or lifetime
te-phsek,id of an electron state with initial momentumk i and
energyek,i can be evaluated from the imaginary part of the
electron-phonon self-energy which is related to the Eliash-
berg spectral function through the integral over all the scat-
tering events that conserve energy and momentum:

"/te-phsek,id = Ge-phsek,id = 2" Im Si
0sek,i ;Td

= 2p"E
0

wm

a2Fk,iswdf1 − fsek,i − wd + fsek,i + wd

+ 2nswdgdw. s1d

Here, fswd and nswd are the Fermi and Bose distributions,

respectively, which introduce a temperature dependence of
Ge-ph, wm is the maximum phonon frequency, and

a2Fk,iswd = o
q,n,f

dsw − wq,ndugsk i,k f,q,ndu2dsek,i − ek,fd

s2d

is the Eliashberg spectral function for the particular electron
statek i =sk , id, with k being a wave vector in the Brillouin
zone sBZd and i a band index. The sum in Eq.s2d is over
final electron statesk f and all possible phonon modesn with
momentumq. In Eq. s2d we apply the commonly used quasi-
elastic scattering approximationdsek,i −ek,f ±wq,nd<dsek,i

−ek,fd, which allows us to calculateGe-ph with the same
Eliashberg spectral function for both emission and absorp-
tion processes. The electron-phonon matrix element
gsk i ,k f ,q ,nd reflects the probability of electron scattering
from the initial statek i to the final statek f by the phononqn.

The electron-state-dependent strength of the electron-
phonon coupling is measured by the dimensionless param-
eterl, defined as the first inverse frequency moment of the
spectral function1

lk,i = 2E
0

wm a2Fk,iswd
w

dw. s3d

One can average the spectral functiona2Fk,iswd over the
initial states on the Fermi surface defined byek,i =EF:

a2Fswd =
1

NsEFdoq,n
dsw − wq,ndo

k,i,f
ugsk i,k f,q,ndu2

3dsek,i − EFddsek,f − EFd, s4d

whereNsEFd is the electron density of states per atom and
per spin at the Fermi levelEF. In this case we obtain the
spectral function and the corresponding electron-phonon
coupling parameterl as the Fermi surface averaged quanti-
ties.

All the self-consistent calculations of phonons and
electron-phonon interaction presented here have been per-
formed using the density-functional perturbation theory34

sDFPTd and the PWSCF code.35 We employed a nonlocal
norm-conserving pseudopotential36 to describe the electron-

FIG. 1. LDA energy bands along the symme-
try directions and density of electron statessright
paneld for hcp Be.
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ion interaction in Be and a plane-wave basis set to expand
the crystal wave functions. The basis set was restricted by
the kinetic energy cutoff of 22 Ry, which is enough to obtain
the convergence within a few percent for the calculated pho-
non frequencies. Local density approximationsLDA d is used
for the exchange and correlation energy functional in the
Perdew-Zunger form.37

B. Lifetime due to electron-electron scattering

The calculation of thee-e contribution to the lifetime of
excited electrons or holes from first principles is by now an
established technique.38–42 Therefore only a short summary
of the formalism used is given here. For more details one can
see Ref. 38. The first step is a well-converged solution of the
ground state of the system under consideration utilizing the
Kohn-ShamsKSd equations43 of density-functional theory.
For a crystalline system the KS equations are given by

S−
"2

2m
=2 + veffsr dDwk,isr d = ek,iwk,isr d, s5d

where veffsr d is the mean-field potential in which the KS
electrons move. It already contains exchange-correlation in-
teraction sfor instance, at the LDA leveld which does not
include any dynamical effects in order to describe the life-
time of excited states. These effects are included via a renor-
malization, which leads to the Dyson equation44,45

F−
"2

2m
=2 + veffsr dGck,isr d + "E d3r 8S̃sr ,r 8;Ek,i

qpdck,isr 8d

= Ek,i
qpck,isr d. s6d

Here S̃ is the electron self-energy corrected by the correla-
tion effects already included in the effective potential of the
KS equations viavxcsr d. Since thee-ph interaction is treated

separately,S̃ only contains contributions due to thee-e in-
teraction. The state-of-the-art approximation for the self-
energy for weakly correlated electron systems of real mate-
rials is theGW approximation,33,45 in which the self-energy
is obtained from the product of the single-electron Green’s
function corresponding to the KS equationss5d and the
screened potentialW,

S̃sr ,r 8;td = iGLDAsr ,r 8;tdWsr ,r 8;t+d − vxcsr ddsr − r 8d.

s7d

W is the pure Coulomb potentialv screened by the dielectric
function e, in symbolic notationW=v /e. Once the Dyson
equation is solved, thee-e contribution to the lifetimet, or
the linewidthG, respectively, can be obtained—as in the pho-
non case—from the imaginary part of the electron self-
energy evaluated at the real part of the quasiparticle energy
Eq,i,

"/te-esEk,i
qpd = Ge-esEk,i

qpd = − 2" Im S̃i,isk,Ek,i
qpd. s8d

Since in the Green’s function formalism the adding or re-
moving of an electron are equivalent procedures, the calcu-
lation of the lifetime of excited electrons or holes bears no
difference.

All the numbers quoted in this article for the linewidth
due to electron-electron interaction were obtained from a full
solution of Eqs.s5d–s8d. For comparison we also calculate
the Ge-e values in some symmetry points of the BZ at the
LDA eigenvaluess“energy-shell” approximationd.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electron-phonon interaction

In the linear response calculation of the phonon modes we
used 120 specialk points in the irreducible wedge of the
Brillouin zone sIBZd and the first-order Hermite-Gaussian
smearing technique46 with a smearing width of 0.02 Ry,
leading to energy bands as shown in Fig. 1. The evaluated
phonon spectrum along the symmetry directions of BZ is
shown in Fig. 2. Our results are similar to those obtained in
the earlier DFPT calculation for bulk BesRef. 47d and are in
good agreement with the experimental neutron diffraction
data.48 To obtain the spectral functions needed for the calcu-
lation of the imaginary part of the self-energy the summation
over the phonon wave vectorsq and phonon branchesn was
performed by using the linear tetrahedron method49 with
more than 6000 tetrahedra in the IBZ because of rather sig-
nificant variation of the electron-phonon matrix elements
throughout the BZ. The Dirac delta functions in Eqs.s2d and
s4d containing the electron band energies have been approxi-
mated by first-order Hermite-Gaussian functions with a
smearing width in the range of 0.01–0.03 Ry.

In Fig. 3 we show Eliashberg spectral functiona2Fswd
averaged over the Fermi surface, which measures the contri-
bution of phonons with energyw to scattering processes at
the Fermi surface. To calculate the double Fermi surface
sums in Eq.s4d properly we used a dense mesh of up to
30 000 k points in the IBZ because of a very small and
complicated Fermi surface in Be. Since the set of wave vec-
tors sampled in the IBZ is very large the results are almost
insensitive to the value of the smearing width. There are no
experimental data fora2Fswd in Be. This function is deter-
mined to a large extent by the phonon density of statesFswd

FIG. 2. Calculated phonon dispersion curves along the high-
symmetry directions for hcp Be. The filled circles indicate the ex-
perimentally measured frequenciessRef. 48d.
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salso shown in Fig. 3d. Nevertheless, in the case of Be the
two curves are rather different in shape, especially in the
lower frequency region. The Eliashberg spectral function is
dominated by two large peaks at high frequencies around
w=67.4 meV andw=76 meV. These peaks are mainly de-
termined by the scattering of the two lower and the upper
optical phonons, correspondingly, from theK point region.
The lower-frequency peak in the density of statesFswd is
completely suppressed by the electron-phonon matrix ele-
ments. The corresponding electron-phonon mass enhance-
ment parametersl at EFd is found to be small,l=0.21. This
confirms that for Be the electron-phonon coupling is rather
weak as it was pointed out in the earlier reported theoretical
estimates ofl based on semiempirical relations to the crit-
ical temperature and pseudopotential calculationsl
=0.24±0.05.1,30–32

Let us consider now howk-selected electron states couple
to phonons and how this coupling varies withk. In Fig. 4 we
show the Eliashberg spectral functionsa2Fk,iswd for some
high symmetry points in the IBZfEq. s2dg. The results are
shown for G3

+ ssolid lined, G4
− sdashed lined electron states

fFig. 4sadg, and for the second and the third electron states at
H fFig. 4scdg andK fFig. 4sddg. At the Fermi levelfFig. 4sbdg
the electron-phonon spectral function is given forS3 ssolid
lined andS1 sdashed lined energy bands in theGM direction
ssee Fig. 1d. As follows from the figure thelk,i anda2Fk,iswd
for G4

− and the corresponding energy bandS1 at the Fermi
level do not differ substantially while forG3

+ and the corre-
sponding bandS3 at EF these quantities increase notably on
moving fromG to the Fermi level. For these electron states
the stronge-ph coupling is observed at high phonon energies
s60–80 meVd. In the case of theG3

+ and G4
− electron states

the main contribution comes from optical phonons near theL
andH symmetry points as well as from theGK direction. For
the states at the Fermi level only optical modes in theGK
direction and the two upper optical phonons alongGM con-
tribute to the scattering processes. However, the electron-
phonon coupling in these states is rather small compared to
electron states at other symmetry points. AtH andK there is
an enhanced spectral weight at lower frequencies around
v=55 meV, which is completely suppressed for the electron

states in theGM direction. This peak is mainly determined
by the scattering of the two lower optical phonons near theG
point and the two upper optical modes atA. For the unoccu-
pied electron state atH the only contribution comes from the
lower optical mode near theL point. The high-energy peaks
are determined by interactions with optical vibrations mainly
from the region of theH point. Sincelk,i is defined as the
inverse moment ofa2Fk,iswd the differences in the Eliash-
berg spectral function lead to considerable differences inlk,i
at these points. While at theG point l is very small for both
states consideredslG3

+=0.04,lG4
−=0.09d and only increases

slightly for the first electron state on moving to the Fermi
level slS3

=0.09d the electron-phonon coupling at theH and
K symmetry points enhances significantly withlH3

=1.02,
lH1

=0.9, andlK5

1 =0.47, lK5

2 =0.44, respectively. Thus the
value of l depends strongly on the position of the wave
vector.

Using the calculated spectral functionsa2Fk,iswd we
evaluated the electron-phonon contributionGe-ph to the total
linewidth of electronssholesd as a function of energy. The
top panel of Fig. 5 gives the energy dependence of the life-
time broadening calculated atT=0 for S3 and S1 energy
bands in theGM direction. The middle panel of the figure
shows the variation of the electron-phonon coupling param-
eterl for the same energies measured from the Fermi level.
As follows from the figure,Ge-ph varies fast aroundEF for
electron energies smaller than the maximum phonon fre-
quency and on moving from theG point to the Fermi level
snegative electron energies for theS3 band and positive en-
ergies for theS1 bandd. In the latter caseGe-ph first increases
by a factor of 3 for both energy bandssad, sbd and then it
achieves a minimum in the center of theGM direction. Near

FIG. 3. Phonon density of statesFswd sdashed lined and
electron-phonon spectral functiona2Fswd averaged over the Fermi
surfacessolid lined for Be. The coupling functiona2 fdefined as the
ratio a2Fswd /Fswdg is shown by dotted line.

FIG. 4. The electron-phonon spectral functiona2Fk,iswd is
shown for some electron states at theG sad, H scd, K sdd symmetry
points and at the Fermi levelsbd in the GM direction.
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the Fermi level, at the maximum phonon energy, new
maxima of theGe-ph appear. However, when the energy in-
creases from zero to that at theM symmetry point the dif-
ferent behavior of the phonon-induced lifetime broadening is
observed. As the energy exceeds the maximum phonon en-
ergy the Ge-ph becomes almost saturated. The electron-
phonon enhancement parameterlk,i that reflects the variation
of Ge-ph does not change notably in the latter case and the
values of lk,i at the M symmetry point for these states
slM2

−=0.12 andlM4
−=0.09d are almost equal to those atEF.

For theS1 energy band above the Fermi level the data also
show an additionalk dependence of the electron-phonon
coupling parameter because we have the different values of
lk,i on both sides of the energy maximum seen in Fig. 1.
These results confirm that both theGe-ph and thelk,i, depend
indeed strongly on thek position and on the energy of a
state.

Studying electron-phonon interaction in thin films of Ag
on Fes100d Paggelet al.20 found that for quantum well states
in Ag l varies from 0.015 to 0.52. They attributed this dif-
ference to the symmetry of electron states. The lower value
was obtained ford-quantum well states and the largest one
for spstates. In the case of Be all the states considered are of
thesp symmetry, nevertheless, even the bigger spread of the
l values is obtained for this material.

From the calculatedGe-ph andl as functions of energy the
characteristic Debye frequencyvD is evaluated by using the
relation Ge-ph=2pl"vD /3 derived within the Debye model
at T=0 K for electron sholed energiesue−EFu."vD.1,2,50

The energy dependence ofvD is shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5. We do not showvD for ue−EFu,"vD since for
these energiesGe-ph shows nonlinear dependence on energy.1

As one can see for both energy bands considered the Debye
frequency depends very slightly on energy. Even for theS1
band at about 1000 meV aboveEF where the band is very

flat and demonstrates the extraordinary dependence ofGe-ph
andl on energy the variation ofvD does not exceed 10% of
the averaged value. The averagedvD sdashed linesd for both
the S3 and S1 bands is equal to 100±10 meV. This value
agrees fairly well with the experimentalvD values of
86 meVsRef. 51d and 124 meV.52 The obtained result dem-
onstrates that despite very serious approximations used, the
Debye model can give a reasonable description ofGe-ph for
real bulk metals provided thatlk,i and vD are known from
experiments or from first-principle calculations. This conclu-
sion is also confirmed by numerous measurements ofl and
Ge-ph for surface states on metals4–14 and for quantum well
states in thin films.15–20

We also studied a temperature dependence of the phonon
induced lifetime broadening for the second and the third
electron states at theG, K andM symmetry points as shown
in Fig. 6. At T=0 we only have phonon emission scattering
processes. For temperatureskBT higher than the maximum
phonon frequency theT dependence ofGe-ph becomes linear
with a slope, which is determined by the electron-phonon
coupling parameterl. For electron states at theG and M
points the values ofl do not differ notably and the slopes of
the corresponding curves are almost the same while for states
at theK point the slope is steepper reflecting the larger val-
ues oflk,i.

B. Electron-electron interaction

The results presented here for the electron-electron con-
tribution to the total linewidth are based on calculations per-
formed along the lines of Sec. II B. The Brillouin zone was
sampled with a 16316312 mesh and the plane-wave cutoff
used was 20 Ry. The internal summations necessary for cal-

FIG. 5. TheT=0 phonon induced lifetime broadeningGe-ph as a
function of the energy forS3 sad andS1 sbd energy bands in theGM
direction and the energy dependence of the electron-phonon cou-
pling parameterl scd, sdd as well as of the characteristic Debye
frequencyvD sed, sfd calculated from equationGe-ph=2pl"vD /3
for these states. FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of the phonon induced life-

time broadening for theG3
+, K5

1, M4
− ssolid linesd and theG4

−, K5
2, M2

−

sdashed linesd electron states.
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culating the electron self-energy included 20 bands, meaning
that an energy range of up to 50 eV above the Fermi energy
was covered. Using these parameters the real part of the
quasiparticle energy is converged to within 50 meV.

In the previous paragraph the discussion focused on rela-
tively small excitation energies, where thee-ph contribution
to the lifetime is significant compared to thee-e one. Since
for larger excitation energies the contributions to the line-
width due to electron-electron scattering dominate, both en-
ergy ranges are covered in the following discussion. Figure 7
shows the calculated linewidth as diamonds for all electron
states in the energy range of 4 eV around the Fermi energy
sleft paneld and up to 8 eV in the plot on the right-hand side.
In this figure the data for all electron states which were used
in the calculation of the self-energy are collected. The figure
clearly shows that the linewidth for small excitation energies
cannot be described by a simple law or model as in the case
of the homogeneous electron gassHEG, jellium modeld. The
linewidth does increase with increasing distance from the
Fermi energy but the data are not on a straight line but are
scattered over a significant range. The scattering decreases
for energies of more than 6 eV away from the Fermi energy.

The wide range of linewidths for different states of the
same energy is a result of the band structure of Be as shown
in Fig. 1. The band structure reveals bands, which resemble
quite well the parabola of the free electron gas. But Be also
has flat bands, which look similar to thed bands of transition
metals. In addition Be has energy gaps in many directions of
the band structure. This results in a free-electron-like density
of states for the lowest occupied states, but a dip across the
Fermi energy. It is obvious that the linewidth of Be cannot be
described by a HEG model for states in the energy region of
approximately −4 to 4 eV.

It is, however, interesting to explore to which extent the
jellium model gives reliable results for states above and be-
low the just mentioned energy range. The direct way is the
evaluation of Eqs.s6d–s8d within the jellium model as first
done by Hedin.33 The result of such a calculation for a
Wigner-Seitz radius ofrs=1.87 is given by the solid lines in
Fig. 7. This value corresponds to the electron densityn
=3/s4prs

3d obtained from the lattice constants of real Be. For
higher electron energies this conclusion was confirmed in
Ref. 53.

Despite the fact that the isotropic jellium model is fairly
simple such computations are complex. Therefore very often
an approximation is utilized, in which a low-frequency ex-
pansion of the dielectric functione is made. This leads to a
closed expression for the linewidth of holes and excited elec-
trons within the HEG,54,55

G = G0sE − EFd2 with G0 =
p2

64EF

Î3pne2

m
. s9d

In the literature Eq.s9d is often referred to as Fermi liquid
theory sFLTd. The double-dotted-dashed lines in Fig. 7 de-
note the result of Eq.s9d for rs=1.87.

The comparison of the two jellium results with theab
initio data in Fig. 7 confirms that the HEG cannot be used in
order to describe Be within say 4 eV of the Fermi energy. In
this energy range calculations have to be performed, which
take the true band structure of Be into account. On the other
hand the dot-dot-dashed and solid curves agree quite well
with the ab initio data for larger energies. The two jellium
results also illustrate nicely that the so-called FLT can only
be applied to states close to the Fermi energy. For higher
excited electrons the results of Eq.s9d differ quite substan-
tially from those of the full jellium calculation, which is due
to the asymmetry of the imaginary part of the self-energy
with respect to energy.56

The results of the above discussion are bolstered by a
wave-vector resolved view on the data. Figure 8 shows the
wave-vector resolved linewidth plotted versus the square of
the energy measured from the Fermi energy for four different
directionsG-M, M-L, L-A, andA-G for an energy range cov-
ering the occupied bandssholesd and the first two conduction

FIG. 7. The linewidthGe-e of holes and ex-
cited electrons for Be is given versus the square
of the energy. In the left panelGe-e is shownsdia-
mondsd for states located within 4 eV ofEF and
in the right panelGe-e is given for states within
8 eV of EF. The double-dotted-dashed curve is
the result of Eq.s9d for a Wigner-Seitz radius of
rs=1.87. The solid line is the result of a full jel-
lium GW calculation for the same value ofrs.

FIG. 8. Linewidth of holes and excited electrons due to electron-
electron scattering in Be plotted versus the energy measured from
the Fermi energy for wave vectors from the different directions in
the BZ. Each plot contains the datasfilled diamondsd for the first
four bands. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye. The solid lines
denote the result of a full jelliumGW calculation forrs=1.87.
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bandssexcited electronsd. In the sequence given above the
chosen directions describe a rectangle in reciprocal space.
For each direction the obtained linewidths are marked by
filled diamonds. The dashed curves serve as a guide to the
eye. As a comparison the result of the full jelliumGW cal-
culation are given as solid lines.

Figure 9 shows the same data but now plotted linearly in
energy. The two figures show that although the impact of the
four different bands entering each plot is quite different for
the four directions it is in all directions clearly noticable. In
Fig. 10 the band dependence is disentangled and magnified
at the example of theS1 andS3 bands in theM-G direction
ssee Fig. 1d. Below the Fermi energy both bands resemble to
a certain extent the parabola of a HEG model and both bands
cross the Fermi energy. In Fig. 10 this is reflected by very
similar data for the lifetimes of holes in these bands. In the
range of excited electrons, however,S3 keeps its character,
while S1 becomes almost flat. Consequently the lifetimes for
excited electrons in these two bands are very different.

C. General discussion

Having discussed the linewidth of holes and excited elec-
trons separately fore-ph ande-e scattering we can now com-
pare the two sets of numbers. In Table I the values of the
phonon induced lifetime broadening atT=0 are compared
with thee-e contributions for some selected electron states at
the G, M, andL symmetry points. In general, the linewidth
due to thee-ph scattering is smaller than that induced by the
e-e interactions. For the electron statesG3

+ and M1
+ the e-e

contribution is nearly one order of magnitude larger. How-
ever, for some electron states, such asG4

− andL1 sabove the
Fermi leveld, Ge-ph is much bigger thanGe-e since for these
states thee-e contribution is very small. This is related to the
absence of final electron states with relatively small mo-
menta for the electronsholed decay while for big momenta
the decay probability is small. As fore-ph interaction, the big
momenta scattering favors the large contribution to thee-
ph coupling. This results in a small lifetime of these states in
spite of the negligible values of thee-e scattering. For higher
temperatures the changes in thee-ph contribution depend on
the value of thee-ph mass enhancement parameterlk,i. As a
rule they are not very large, which is consistent with the
rather weake-ph coupling that is observed in hcp Be. Thus,
at room temperature thee-ph contributions to the linewidth
for M1

+, M2
−, M4

− electron states are found to be 48, 28, and
20 meV, respectively. As one can see they remain smaller
than the linewidths due to thee-e scattering for the same
states, which do not depend on temperature. In Table I we
also compareGe-e evaluated at the quasiparticle energies with
Ge-e computed at the LDA eigenvaluessan “energy-shell”
approximationd. The latter are shown in parentheses. One can
see that the “energy-shell”Ge-e values are in a fairly good
agreement with those obtained at the quasiparicle energies.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A first-principles study of the electron-phonon and
electron-electron contributions to the lifetime broadening for
electron states in bulk Be has been presented. The obtained
results for the phonon-induced linewidthGe-ph and for the
electron-phonon coupling parameterl show a strong depen-

FIG. 9. As Fig. 8 but here the linewidth is plotted linearly versus
the energy.

FIG. 10. The lifetime of holes and excited electrons for the
bandsS1 sdiamondsd andS3 scirclesd in fs plotted versus the energy
measured from the Fermi energy. The solid line denotes the result
for a full jellium GW calculation forrs=1.87.

TABLE I. The total linewidthGtot, electron-phononGe-ph, and
electron-electronGe-e contributions for certain states at theG, M,
andL points.Ge-e is given both at the quasiparticle and at the LDA
sin parenthesesd energies. The second column denotes the LDA
eigenvalue.

State
eLDA

feVg
Ge-ph

fmeVg
Ge-e

fmeVg
Gtot

fmeVg

G3
+ −4.28 13 124s124d 137

G4
− 1.19 18 1s1d 19

M1
+ −4.87 40 221s189d 261

M2
− −3.07 22 95s84d 117

M4
− 3.54 16 62s80d 78

L1 −3.54 38 77s78d 115

L1 1.55 76 1s3d 77
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dence on thek position and on the energy of a state. In
particular,l varies from 0.01 to 1.02 as a function of elec-
tron energy and momentum, whilel=0.21 as averaged over
momenta at the Fermi surface has been obtained. The latter
value is consistent with the earlier reported theoretical esti-
mates ofl based on semiempirical relations to the critical
temperatureTc and pseudopotential calculations. It has been
shown that thee-ph coupling matrix elements strongly affect
the Eliashberg function especially for low phonon frequen-
cies. The utility of the Debye model for evaluations of the
Ge-ph for a real material was demonstrated by using the De-
bye model relation between the calculatedGe-ph and l, and
the characteristic Debye frequencyvD has been obtained in
good agreement with the experimentalvD. For band energies

ue−EFu."vD the electron induced linewidthGe-e as a rule is
significantly larger than theGe-ph. However, for some states
the Ge-ph is one order of magnitude bigger than theGe-e.
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